Networking for big data has to be intelligent because it will adjust data transmission requirements adaptively during data splitting and merging. Software-defined networking (SDN) provides a workable and practical paradigm for designing more efficient and flexible networks. Matching strategy in the flow table of SDN switches is most crucial. In this paper, we use a classification approach to analyze the structure of packets based on the tuple-space lookup mechanism, and propose a matching model of the flow table in SDN switches by classifying packets based on a set of fields, which is called an F-OpenFlow. The experiment results show that the proposed F-OpenFlow effectively improves the utilization rate and matching efficiency of the flow table in SDN switches for networked big data.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of big data [1] , networking for big data, also called networked big data, will become more and more important [2] . The applications with bigger and bigger data volume need to process vast information, whose scale grows larger and more complex to the multiple locations for resiliency. Networked big data needs an intelligent network, which can adaptively adjust data transmission requirements during data splitting and merging, thus achieving a fast run speed and high utilization ratio. Software-defined networking (SDN) [3] is a new networking innovation paradigm that separates the control plane from the data plane, offering a welldefined programmable interface for software intelligence. The SDN can meet the requirements of networked big data through the network programming, making it possible to analyze networked big data, and build a self-adaptive intelligent network. In the recent years, Hu et al. proposed an SDN-enabled big data processing system for social TV analytics [4] . Cui et al. proposed dynamic traffic engineering system architecture and cross-layer design with SDN and big data. [5] . Lin et al. presented a forward-looking view of the convergence of IoT, big data, cloud and SDN technologies along with the arrival of 5G mobile broadband networks [6] . Qin et al. [7] proposed a heuristic bandwidth-aware for implementing task scheduler bandwidth-aware scheduling with SDN in Hadoop for big data.
The two main components of SDNs are SDN controllers and SDN switches. The SDN controllers are mainly responsible for the centralized management and remote control of network devices, while the SDN switches relying on flow tables are only in charge of forwarding data.
However, the global deployment of SDNs encounters some issues. With the increasing number of flow tables and the complicated structure of flow entries, the size of flow tables in SDN switches explosively grows, which poses difficulties for practicing flow tables by hardware [8] .
To solve the above questions, the authors of paper [8] provided a model for minimizing storage space of flow tables and proposed an H-SOFT algorithm. Guo et al. [9] proposed a forwarding scheme for achieving low and balanced usage of flow tables by properly and reactively placing flow entries in SDN switches. Luo et al. proposed fast flow table aggregation (FFTA) and its incremental FFTA to make practical flow table aggregation [10] . Huang et al. [11] proposed a rule partition and allocation algorithm to distribute the rules across network switches. Leng et al. [12] proposed a reduction scheme to solve flow table congestion problem. Metter et al.
[13] formulated a simple analytical model that allows optimizing the network performance with respect to the flow table occupancy.
The Open vSwitch kernel has been adopted Microflow Cache method [14] , where the Hash's   exact lookup table and wildcard lookup table they use it to reduce the number of lookups in   a multilayer flow table. Since Open vSwitch utilizes a tuple-space lookup method, the average   number for searching the original lookup table is half of what adopts the tuple-space table based on the kernel. The core of this idea is to minimize the number of messages in the lookup of multilayer flow tables, and to increase the number of accesses to the lookup table in the cache of switches.
In this paper, we present a matching model of the flow table in SDN switches by classifying packets based on matching a set of fields, which is short for F-OpenFlow, to search flow tables of OpenFlow switches. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Proposing the method that the matching field can improve the matching probability of the table entries by classifying packets;
• Using tuple-space search to analyze the structure of the flow table in existing networks, and finding the matching rules of the same type;
• Integrating the analysis model with the dictionary tree using a tuple-space approach, and obtaining a rule matching strategy. 2) The scale of flow tables grows exponentially. Along with the expansion of the network, the number of flow entries and the number of matching entries will continue to grow. OpenFlow v1.1 points out the scalability of flow tables by introducing a multilayer structure. However, the flexibility of multilayer flow tables is far beyond the capacity of data forwarding processing of traditional switching chip. It will add the complexity of designing hardware and software of OpenFlow switches.
3) According to the application scenario of switches and the types of flow actions supported by switches, OpenFlow switches are classified into OpenFlow-only and OpenFlow-enabled, and the latter is also called OpenFlow-hybrid after OpenFlow v1.1. The former only supports OpenFlow protocol, while the latter considers the incompatibility between the OpenFlow switches and traditional switches when they are mixed. It can run the OpenFlow protocol and traditional Layer 2 or Layer 3 protocol stacks simultaneously. As a result, the latter is able to support NORMAL action in the optional forward action in OpenFlow.
4)
After an OpenFlow switch receives network packets, the processing of 802.1d protocol in the flow will become an optional step in the process. When the OpenFlow switch receives a packet, it will match the entries with its local flow table according to the priority. As the result of matching, it takes the matching entry with the highest priority as the matching result based on the corresponding action to operate the packet. At the same time, once the matching is successful, the corresponding counter will update. If the packet cannot find a matching entry, it will forward to the controller.
III. THE STRUCTURE OF F-OPENFLOW

A. Problem Description
In recent years, the SDN has been widely used in the current experimental environments for network innovation, and it has broad application prospects as well as data centers. However, many critical technologies of the SDN have no mature solutions [15] . One of them is the update and design scheme of flow tables in switches.
The flow table of SDN switches contains a large number of matching rules. When a packet enters the flow table, it is matched in accordance with a specified search algorithm. Consequently, some matching algorithms, including linear and sequential search algorithms, will have a great effect on the pros and cons of SDN switches in the matching performance of data packets. Based on the concept of TCP/IP layers, we classify the matching fields of data packets. At the same time, we can gather the counts for the fields under classification phase. Fig.2 shows the implementation process of the flow table in the F-OpenFlow. The information of data packets is resolved, classified and counted. This categorization only considers the pre-match model of the field and ignores the specific value of the latter entry. 
D. Classification Algorithm
We categorize data packets on the concept of TCP/IP layer and obtain layered packets, and it shortens the matching range of packets in switches. The specific methods to achieve the following: (1) getting all matching fields in the data packet; (2) omitting specific parameters after the field and only matching the first item; (3) classifying statistics and getting fuzzy results; (4) converting a corresponding numeric string into resulting statistics. We implement this method with the code shown in Algorithm 1. if P ackget.String = T CP/IP.String then 3:
P ackget.layer = T CP/IP.layer F low.Number = P ackget.Number + 1 5:
end if
7: end for
The matching becomes the principle of fuzzy matching after getting the packet feature code and the fuzzy classification structure of the flow table. There are two reference elements during the period: the hit rate and the tuple length. Where A represents the data package and B represents the flow.
The fuzzy matching code between the data packet and the two features of the flow table entries is given in Algorithm 3. A.Hit = A.Hit.number/A.layer.Length 10: end for
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In order to ensure the efficiency and practicability of the proposed architecture, we have built a data model which is similar with the flow table in the database. By using Java language, we design the flow table architecture for optimizing OpenFlow.
By using OpenFlow 1.0, we first find and match twelve elements, and then we carry on the data consolidation according to the data warehouse theory. The basic database is constructed to be used in real-time data, and it is the basis for establishing analysis platform.
A. Hit Rate
We use the proposed F-OpenFlow and the original flow table structure to carry on the related data in our test experiments. We compare the two groups of data packets through two different designs. When the hit rate is 10%, there is a higher time. Compared with the original structure, the F-OpenFlow has more steps, so there is a higher time. When hit rate is 20%, 30%, and 40%, respectively, the time has declined while the effect is not obvious. But the gap between the two structures is constantly narrowing. When the hit rate is equal to 50%, and there is a critical point that indicates that the original structure and the proposed F-OpenFlow are mutually balanced.
When the hit rate is more than 50%, the superiority is quite obvious.
From Fig.4 , it can be seen that when the contrast value of the matching rate between the data flow and the field in the pre-model flow table is very low, the flow table structure of the proposed F-OpenFlow does not have the original structure quickly. However, with the improvement of the hit rate, it can be seen that there are obvious changes in the structure design of the proposed F-OpenFlow. When the hit rate is close to 50%, the time required for both structures is very close. When the hit rate is equal to 70%, the F-OpenFlow is significantly better than the original design. From Fig.5 , it can be seen that for a tuple length, the original structure is shorter than the structure of the F-OpenFlow, because of the very short length. This phenomenon is not static.
B. Tuple length
The time for the two structures increases on 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 tuple lengths. The growth rate of the optimized structure of the F-OpenFlow is lower than that of the original structure. When the length of the tuple exceeds seven, the time of the optimizing structure of the F-OpenFlow is less than that of the original structure.
We have simulated twelve test cases of tuple length. We found that when the length is relatively short and the inner tuple capacity is small, the proposed F-OpenFlow does not match the OpenFlow fast. But with the increase of the tuple length, we can see that the F-OpenFlow matching structure design has a relatively good development trend in the experimental results.
When the tuple length increases to eight, the advantages and disadvantages of F-OpenFlow and OpenFlow have obvious difference. Accordingly, it can directly verify that the structural design of the F-OpenFlow has the advantage of shortening the time of the long data flow. table until it gets the Action instruction on the number of repeated tests for the same data flow table. From the above two tests we have chosen the middle segment of a group of data packets, and the data packets with two dimensions of hit rate and tuple length are the 50% of length and the eight elements. The difference between the two can be seen in terms of the data. The stability of the new proposed structure of the F-OpenFlow is better than that of the original design. 
C. Frequency
